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Barroso, EC President
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Speech of Donald Tusk, Polish PM and he said: "
Denmark takes over the leadership in EU Consiliun in a
difficult time. From my own experiences i know that no
matter what the plans are the crises define the agenda of
the presidency. There is not however a single more
important task for the EU than resolve the crises and
prevent it for happening again. History of the europium
integration show that each crises have push the European
project forward. My deepest hopes are that in the end the
current crises will also stimulate us to do better, try harder.
Europe is the solution to the crises. Those they still
believe that The Nation Stats in Europe can be self
sufficient and resolve all their problems are making a
mistake."
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Speach of Helle Thorning-Schmidt, Danich PM an she
said: "The year 2011 tested our result and placed new
demands on all of us. All the member stats and certainly
all our citizens. For to many Europeans citizens 2011
became the year when they lost there jobs, when the had
to close their business and the sow their monthly
paycheck get reduced. In 2012 the European citizens
expect us to acct and of curs they do. Their are right to
expect us to acct"
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Speech of Jerzy Buzek, EP President (ENGLISH): "In
such hard times, the role of the rotating presidencies has
proven to be crucial. I can tell you on behalf of my
colleagues of European parliament. You say the ton and
give us direction. Fortunately when these hard times
came, we ordered to have new tools. Without them, I
believe the crisis would have been much worst."
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Speech of JM Barroso, EC President (ENGLISH):
"Danemark will have done too many opportunity to put this
kind of enthousiasm, this kinf of commitment to our
European project. Project that is based on very important
values: development of democracy, of freedom and
solidarity. Also the opportunity to profile Danemark's world
is enlarge the European Union and opportunity to make a
significant contribution in European Union policies for the
future and ensuring that our 27 member states continue to
move forward together, united and determined. We have
to avoid any kind of fragmentation, we have to keep
Europe united."
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